scenario is correct, then the fine and coarse components should be the same age. If they are not the same age, as is the case here, then the most likely explanation is that the filler is not inert. Instead, it carries a signal similar to, but older than, that sinking from the overlying waters.

In this case, some aspects of the fine material at a location cannot be interpreted as a time history of events at the sea surface directly above that location. It is contaminated by displaced records of events at a different place with different characteristics. Support for this interpretation comes from Benthien and Müller (5), who showed that modern bottom sediments in the Argentine Basin record temperatures that are 2° to 6°C colder than the sea surface. Strong bottom currents transport material from the south into this region (6).

Most sediment drifts lie under deep boundary currents downstream from a major source of sediment (7). In contrast, Bermuda Rise, a mud-covered plateau at 4000 to 4500 m depth, is separated from the adjacent continent by a 5500-m-deep abyssal plain that is not a regular current-controlled sediment transport pathway.

Because of its midocean setting, Bermuda Rise might have been thought free of the signal contamination associated with resuspension and transport on continental margins. The sediment cover is derived from pelagic fallout, turbidity-current material from the Laurentian Fan swept over the rise by deep currents (8), and resuspended sediment from the Grand Banks and United States/Canada margins entrained in the deep circulation (see the figure). On the basis of expected pelagic sedimentation rates, the latter two components must dominate by a factor of at least 5, although it remains unclear which of them is more important (8–10).

Ohkouchi et al. show that the thick sediment on Bermuda Rise is more likely to come from resuspension of relatively young (a few thousand years) sediment on continental margins than from wholesale mixing of material accumulated over several hundred thousand years, as would be typical of turbidity currents (9). This argues against the turbidity current model of Laine and Hollister (8) as the only transport path.

Bermuda Rise is an important location from which key paleoceanographic results have emerged. What is true for one millennial-scale oscillation—the Little Ice Age—may well be true for other such oscillations 30,000 to 60,000 years ago.

For example, Sachs and Lehman (11) have argued that alkenone-based SSTs matched temperature variations in the Greenland ice cores. They established their sediment core’s age by correlating variations in sediment lightness with the calcium carbonate variations in a nearby sediment core previously dated by radiocarbon and oxygen isotopic stages. They noted that “this method produced ages for the SST events that were 2000 to 5000 years older than their apparent counterparts in Greenland paleotemperature ... records” (p. 758).

They attributed this surprising (for believers in the second scenario) result to radiocarbon dating errors and uncertainties in the oxygen isotopic age scale. They therefore devised a new age scale that maximized the correlation between Bermuda Rise SSTs and oxygen-isotope variations in the Greenland ice core. This approach, of course, produced a close relation between temperature at Bermuda and Greenland. It looks as though their earlier interpretation may have been strikingly, but perhaps less interestingly, correct.

The report by Ohkouchi et al. illustrates that the size dependence of sediment transport processes must be considered carefully in sediment core interpretations. Age models should not be based on highly mobile material. This stricture could also apply to sediment color, which is dominated by the highly mobile fine particle fraction. (In a single transport system, color is pertinent to sediment color, which is dominat- ed by the highly mobile fine particle fraction. In a single transport system, color is pertinent to sediment color, which is dominated by the highly mobile fine particle fraction.)

Continental margins, with high re-
suspension and lateral sediment supply from diverse sources, are particularly prone to problems associated with sediment core interpretation. One way of checking for the potential error is to date foraminifera and fine-grained coccolith carbonate from the same core level. These dates should be the same [after checking that the fine carbonate is not limestone ground up by glaciers (12)]. The Grail may not always be poised, but one should not drink from it indiscriminately.

References and Notes
3. In all of these cases, there is an important difference in behavior between the foraminifera used for analysis (generally >250 μm diameter), whose sinking speed of >1 cm s⁻¹ requires currents of more than ~25 cm s⁻¹ for suspension, and the silt- and clay-sized material, whose sedimentation rate of >0.2 cm s⁻¹ (and mostly <0.01 cm s⁻¹) requires currents of only 1 to 2 cm s⁻¹ to maintain suspension. This fine-grained material has long residence times and is susceptible to long-distance transport (13).
from the closed eye and gain synaptic input from the open eye, a process called ocular dominance plasticity.

Losing vision in one eye during the critical period can have serious consequences because once the critical period of development has ended, the synaptic inputs to the neurons are set. Consequently, neurons that do not respond to the closed eye will not regain connections from the closed eye if it is reopened, and the individual remains blind in that eye. In humans, the critical period for vision is about 7 to 8 years, although some visual problems such as astigmatism can lead to permanent deficits in vision if not corrected by 2 years of age (3). Clearly, a procedure that could reestablish the plasticity of brain neurons at later ages would hold great therapeutic promise and would also yield further insights into the molecular mechanisms responsible for brain plasticity.

Pizzorusso et al. (1) restore plasticity by dissolving part of the perineuronal net that surrounds neuronal cell bodies and their extensions (proximal dendrites) in the brain. The perineuronal net is composed of a diverse set of macromolecules (4). Many of these are chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) that broadly fall into three classes: (i) the lecticans or hyalectans (5), which include aggrecan, versican, neurocan, and brevican; (ii) matrix-associated proteoglycans such as phosphacan; and (iii) cell surface proteoglycans such as neuroglycan C, NG2, and a receptor protein tyrosine phosphatase isoform related to phosphacan. CSPGs undergo heterophilic interactions with other matrix molecules to link the net in various ways (see the figure). Matrix glycoproteins such as tenascins link CSPGs to each other and to cell surface molecules via the CSPG chondroitin sulfate side chains. Hyaluronan, an important matrix component, can also link some CSPGs (the lecticans) to one another via their globular hyaluronan-binding domains at their amino termini. The CSPG side chains are phenomenally hydrated because they are composed of polyanionic polysaccharides (glycosaminoglycans) and they therefore keep the phospholipid membranes of neurons apart and occupy large amounts of extracellular space at the same time.

Much of the perineuronal net structure is blown away by the bacterial enzyme chondroitinase ABC, which attacks the CS glycosaminoglycan side chains, preventing CSPG–matrix glycoprotein interactions. However, chondroitinase ABC also degrades hyaluronan, thus destroying the macromolecular aggregation of the lectican CSPGs via their globular amino-terminal domains. Consequently, after chondroitinase ABC digestion of the perineuronal net, neurons should be able to interact with one another more freely in the absence of the extracellular matrix, and neuronal processes such as axons and dendrites should be able to grow more freely into the extracellular space. Dendritic spines are small protrusions on the dendrites of neurons that are known to grow and retract even in adults (6) and are the principal sites where excitatory synapses form. It is plausible that spine turnover is facilitated in the absence of a perineuronal net. In this environment, new synapses could form and old synapses break, resulting in a reestablishment of neuronal plasticity. Two pieces of evidence support this idea. First, spine motility is increased when sensory inputs are manipulated to induce plastic changes in the cortex. Second, extracellular matrix molecules gradually increase in extent and complexity during development, and several key components correlate with the end of the critical period of neuronal plasticity (1, 7).

It is less clear how the Pizzorusso et al. study fits in with other attempts to restore the critical period. More than a decade ago, Muller and Best restored plasticity in the adult cat visual cortex by injecting immature astrocytes (a type of glial cell) into cat brain (8). It would be of interest to know whether this treatment affected the extracellular matrix of the cortex. Some components of the perineuronal net are manufactured by glial cells, for example, NG2, phosphacan, versican, and glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchors.
Decoding NF-κB Signaling
Alice Y. Ting and Drew Endy

Pressing a piano key causes a hammer to hit a string. Until the resulting oscillation of the string dampens of its own accord, an audible tone is produced for as long as the key is depressed. A pianist can modify this tone by depressing foot pedals that indirectly control how hard the string is hit and whether or not string vibration is sustained after the key is released. Similarly, signal transduction pathways in living systems are activated by information in the environment; by encoding and transmitting this information, they produce “music” that is interpreted by cells and results in direct changes to cellular behavior. On page 1241 of this issue, Hoffmann et al. (1) use a combination of experiments and computer modeling to make sense of a particular signal transduction pathway, and they illustrate how the pathway can be manipulated to switch on different target genes.

Hoffmann et al. chose to study the NF-κB/IκB signaling pathway. NF-κB (nuclear factor κB) is a transcription factor that helps to govern the expression of genes involved in both the innate and adaptive immune response (2, 3). The ability of NF-κB to regulate gene expression is controlled by chemical modifications such as the addition of phosphate groups, and by interactions with other proteins notably members of the IκB family (inhibitors of NF-κB). The binding of NF-κB to IκB helps to localize NF-κB in the cytoplasm. Upon activation of the NF-κB signaling pathway by tumor necrosis factor (TNF), IκB kinases target IκBs for degradation. This allows NF-κB to accumulate in the nucleus, where it binds to DNA, resulting in the expression of target genes. One of the genes activated by NF-κB is that encoding IκBα. Newly synthesized IκBα binds to NF-κB and attenuates the pathway response to TNF, thereby creating a negative feedback loop within the NF-κB/IκB signaling pathway (see the figure). The new work explores two unanswered questions. First, why are there different isoforms of IκBα (for example, IκBα, IκBβ, and IκBε)? Second, how does NF-κB control the expression of different genes, or classes of genes, each of which might be required at different times depending on the needs of the cell?

Hoffmann and colleagues start with experimental observations that show how NF-κB activity varies dynamically in response to sustained pathway activation [e.g., (1, 4)]. Given knowledge about how IκBα is regulated, they use an abstract linear model of a simple system containing negative feedback to explore how such a system might produce time-dependent oscillations. For a broad range of model parameters, “self-regulation” of model variables results in dampened oscillatory behavior. Hoffmann et al. posit that the NF-κB/IκB signaling pathway could produce dampened oscillations of NF-κB activity through the combined action of different IκB isoforms. To examine the individual contributions of each of the IκBs, Hoffmann et al. created and characterized knockout cell lines (or “genetically reduced” systems) that each contained only one of the three IκB isoforms. Their surprising observation was that IκBε cells (lacking both β and ε isoforms) behaved quite differently from cells containing only IκBβ or IκBε. The IκBε cells displayed prominent undampened oscillations in nuclear NF-κB upon pathway activation by TNF, whereas IκBβ and IκBε cells produced a monotonic increase in nuclear NF-κB (see the figure).

To better understand the observed differences in the regulation of NF-κB, Hoffmann et al. constructed a quantitative model for both the wild-type and knockout cells. According to the model, TNF treatment of IκBε cells causes IκBε degradation, which results in NF-κB translocation to the nucleus (first peak, see the figure, panel A). NF-κB replenishes the level of IκBε, promoting a re-inhibition of NF-κB (first dip, see the figure, panel A). Continued cycles of IκBε degradation and synthesis give rise to oscillations in nuclear NF-κB activity. In the wild-type model...